Replacement of Electric Servo Motor Type 34L / 34LT / 35NT installed on Electrically Controlled Variable Pitch MT-Propellers

Affected Propeller:
All electrically controlled variable pitch Propeller, during overhaul or repair.

Reason:
The old servo motor types 34L / 34LT and 35NT may need replacement after years in operation due to wear and therefore higher electrical power consumption. The electric motors are on condition.

- The 34L / 34LT motor type was installed until 2001
- The 35LT motor type was installed until 2006
- The newest motor type P-820-{ } was installed since 2006

Action:
It is recommended to replace the old servo motor types 34L/34LT and 35NT with the newest servo motor type P-820-{ } during overhaul or repair.

Due to the replacement of the servo motor also other parts have to be exchanged in this connection according to the information as listed below.

Affected Publications: Overhaul Manual E-250 ,